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Thursday, September 24 of 2015

SPECIAL DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER
OF FIGUEIRA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN??

Dear children,

Listen to the following revelation and request that today from Heaven Your Most Holy Mother
comes to make you.

Today listen to the voice of My Heart and not only to the words.   Today listen to the supplication of
Your Dear Mother to this humanity.

I profoundly wish, My dear children, that a new humanitarian mission be taken forward by the
missionaries of Peace of My Immaculate Heart.  This time the protected destiny of the mission will
be the border between Turkey and Syria, to give spiritual and humanitarian help to the children
without parents that are living the horror of a war and of an endless exile, that have no house to live
and no food to eat.

Now, My beloved children, do you comprehend the sorrow of My Immaculate Heart?

I will also send My servers of Peace in a sacred mission to Hungary, which has become the
secondary focus of an endless battle among injured refugees, decimated families and social
revolutions because of the non acceptance of immigrants.

The boat of humanity is rapidly swamping and just a few manage to have the consciousness that if
something is not rapidly avoided, something surprising may happen with this part of humanity.  For
this I am inviting My children so that out of Mercy and Piety you leave aside your important
preferences and accompany with your prayers and donations to Your Heavenly Mother and My
missionaries of Peace.

Dear children, as it has never happened before, the Middle East has become the most serious point
of conflict of the planet and it is the loving work of everyone to stop this war which is destructive of
the human dignity.

Dear children, with supplication of Mercy today I come to this Marian Center to call you to a
profound reflection of charity and brotherhood.  This mission to Turkey will have as a task the
spiritual, prayerful and service treatment of the families in the refugee camps, and in Hungary, the
moral and food care, as the health care for the families that come to these countries, thirsty for help
and peace after having traveled paths and borders for days.

No one in the Middle East is being saved from this conflict against peace.  My plans through your
prayerful hearts will be to help and rescue the greatest number of essences that are suffering all the
time.

Children of Mine, with the scale of the Justice of God in My hand, I hope that your efforts, as the
efforts of the whole world, be immediate and truthful.  The axis of the planet is in danger and this is
because of the extermination of the Kingdoms of Nature and of Humanity itself.  Thus, you have
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forgotten that you all are brothers and sisters, children of the same Father, this afflicts the Sacred
Hearts.

This mission will happen when the action of all the collaborators be made in group and the means
for this important mission may be manifested.

The key of Grace is in your hands.  Who will open the door?

I thank  you all for answering to My call of Piety and Mercy!

Who calls you from Heaven,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace

Warning: the 14 missionaries that offer themselves to this mission will be surrendering their lives in the Hands of
God.


